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Dragon Dictate
Medical for Mac

Increase your productivity with accuracy up to 99% out of the box. Medical
professionals spend less time editing using Dragon Dictate Medical for Mac’s easy
adapts to a clinician’s voice and words used to deliver better recognition results over
time.
Improve your practice with higher levels of reimbursement and more complete,
accurate documentation which improves coding effectiveness and provides richer detail
increases.
Dragon speaks your language with more than 90 medical specialties and
subspecialties, ensuring proper clinical documentation. Dragon Dictate Medical for Mac
uses the most advanced speech recognition technology, a brand new speech engine,
and sophisticated medical acoustic models and language models to understand the
terminology used by medical professionals.
Dragon works just for you, anywhere with its personalized custom vocabulary words
and commands option so that dictated text looks the way it should, every time. With
support for wideband Bluetooth® wireless microphone or digital voice recording with
transcription, clinicians can eliminate transcription services and not be tied to a desk.

Manage your medical world by voice

Features

Medical professionals on the Mac® platform have a
fast and easy way to transcribe their appointment
and medical record notes directly into the world’s
most popular EHR systems and other applications
immediately, with virtually no spelling errors.

EHR Support: More complete, accurate documentation improves coding effectiveness
higher levels than with an EHR system alone.

Turning voice into text up to three times faster than most
clinicians type with accuracy up to 99% out of the box,
using Dragon® Dictate® Medical for Mac means clinicians
can spend more time with patients, improving patient

Acoustic Models: Ensures proper clinical documentation which allows physicians to
dictate in their own words, generating “once and done” documentation.
Specialized Medical Vocabularies: More than 90 medical specialties, which means that
you won’t encounter missing terms or phrases – they all there “out of the box.”
Free-Text Dictation:
Review of Symptoms, and more descriptive Assessment and Plan.

System requirements
- CPU: Intel -based Mac computer (2.2 Ghz Intel Core 2
®

™

Duo processor or greater recommended)
- Free hard disk space: 7GB
- Minimum Operating Systems: Mac OS® X Lion (10.7) or
OS X® Mountain Lion (10.8)
- RAM: 4GB recommended
- A DVD-ROM drive for installation
- A Nuance®-approved noise-canceling headset
microphone for Mac (included in purchase)
Note: An Internet connection is required for automatic
product activation (a quick anonymous process)

Vocabulary Editor: Set alternative written forms of words or phrases (e.g. orthopedic vs.
orthopaedic).
Regional Accent Support: In addition to US and UK English, it supports many regional
accents of non-native English speakers (such as Indian, Latino, or Southeast Asian), and
other accents (such as Australian or American - Southern).
Faster, More Advanced Correction: Simply speak to correct individual words or
phrases through a single, easy to understand window and select an alternate word
choice, or spell and train new words.
Transcription of Recorded Speech: Busy clinicians on-the-go can easily transcribe
Secure Patient Information:

AA

And many more…
Dragon Dictate Medical for Mac allows clinicians to speech-enable their practice’s
Dictate faster and more accurately than ever before, dramatically reduce or eliminate
transcription costs, save time every day and spend it with patients, and support a higher
level of reimbursement for the practice using Dragon Dictate Medical for Mac.
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